Residue-Based CaO Heterogeneous Catalysts from Crab and Mollusk Shells for FAME Production Via Transesterification
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The production of fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) via transesterification was studied, assessing the influence of CaO heterogeneous catalysts obtained from four different fishery residues: sururu, crab, clam and mussel. Characterization and properties of the residues were obtained via thermogravimetric analysis, X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluorescence, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra, nitrogen adsorption/desorption, chemical composition and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Catalytic activities and reaction kinetics of FAME synthesis from the transesterification of soybean oil were performed. FAME yield was determined by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). A higher efficiency and reaction rate were observed for the catalysts obtained from the sururu residues with 93.7% FAME yield after 3.5 h of reaction at the first usage, reducing only to 91.0% after four consecutive cycles of reuse. The best activities were assigned to the presence of SrO, to smaller particle size, higher pore volumes and the higher Ca leaching, yielding Ca-diglyceroxide which is an important active phase for transesterification.
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Introduction

Among biofuels, biodiesel stands out for its potential for total or partial replacement of petroleum diesel. Biodiesel is a renewable, biodegradable, non-toxic, clean-burning fuel that produces low particulate emissions, has a high flash point, possesses better lubrication properties, has a high cetane number and is free of sulfur and aromatic compounds, and can be produced from waste and non-food sources.1

The most widely used method for obtaining biodiesel is transesterification. In this process, the triglycerides found in vegetable oils or animal fats react with methanol in the presence of a catalyst to produce a mixture of fatty acids methyl esters, named FAME, and glycerol. In order to meet the international standard of biodiesel, the FAME content has to be over 96.5%, apart from other parameters. In Brazil, biodiesel is produced from various oleaginous raw materials, but the most used are soybean oil, beef tallow and cottonseed oil. The soybean oil used for biodiesel corresponds to excess oil that does not compete with food production.2-4

The main industrial process of biodiesel production is alkaline transesterification with methanol in the presence of a homogenous sodium methylate catalyst. This process requires washing the biodiesel to remove the catalyst, producing soaps and decreasing the yield. The search for a heterogeneous catalyst may represent a decrease in the generation of effluents and an increase in yield.5,6
Among the alkaline heterogeneous catalysts used in the synthesis of biodiesel, the alkaline earth metal oxides, hydrotalcites and basic zeolites stand out. A large number of studies have been performed with calcium oxide (CaO) because of its economic advantages, high basicity, low solubility in alcohols, easy handling, excellent physicochemical activity, great catalytic activity and ease of acquisition. CaO can be obtained from the heat treatment of nature-derived sources of CaCO₃ and from low-cost residues. The use of waste as calcium-based catalysts have been reported in the literature in the search for a more sustainable biodiesel production chain. ²⁻¹² ²⁻⁰⁻¹²

Among the residual sources of calcium reported in the literature, are bones, eggshells, carapaces of snails and bivalve mollusks such as those of shrimp, prawns and crabs. Among the sources cited, fishing residues are the most promising because of the demand and thus generation of high amount of waste. ²⁻¹² The residues generated in fish processing plants correspond to approximately 50% of the fish weight, depending on the type of product and the processing techniques. A large part of these wastes is commonly disposed of in the open without any treatment over long periods of time, making this waste a serious environmental and public health problem. ²⁻⁰⁻¹⁹

In Brazil, many coastal communities survive through artisanal fishing, and the residues of the shells are a national concern. However, there are no beneficiation projects for these materials. In 2011 alone, about 5,900 tons of bivalve mollusks were caught in this region. Among the bivalve mollusks, the most important environmental concerns come from Mytella falcate (sururu), Mytilus edulis (mussel) and Anomalocardia brasiliana (clam), as well as the crustacean Ucides cordatus (crab). Therefore, the residual carapaces of these species were chosen as objects of the present work.

This work studies the influence of four different types of Brazilian fishery residues with high calcium content (crab, sururu, mussel and clam shells) as sources of high active heterogeneous catalysts for FAME production from soybean oil via transesterification. The physicochemical and morphological characteristics of the catalysts were correlated with the activity. The use of these residues can contribute to environmentally friendly processes which decrease the volume of waste and help the production of biofuels.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

Commercial soybean oil (Liza®) was used without further purification. All the reagents and solvents were of analytical grade: methanol (99.8%, Vetec, Brazil), CaO (90.0%, Vetec, Brazil) and CDCl₃ containing 1% tetramethylsilane (TMS, D, 99.8%, CIL, USA). The shells of crustaceans and bivalve mollusks were obtained from the residual fishing process on the northeastern coast of Brazil. The residuals were cleansed with tap water and distilled water and dried in an oven at 100 °C for 1 h. After drying, the shells were ground in a ball mill and sifted through a 70-mesh sieve. The resulting thin powder was coded according to its source: CaCO₃-crab (Ucides cordatus crab), CaCO₃-clam (Anomalocardia brasiliiana clam), CaCO₃-mussel (Mytilus edulis mussel) and CaCO₃-sururu (Mytella falcate mussel). The materials were calcined in a muffle furnace oven at 900 °C for 3 h, resulting in a thin white powder coded as CaO-crab, CaO-clam, CaO-mussel and CaO-sururu, respectively. These catalysts were maintained in a desiccator under vacuum until the time for the reaction.

**Catalyst characterization**

Thermogravimetric (TG) curves were obtained using a Shimadzu model DTG-60H thermobalance at a heating rate of 3 °C min⁻¹, from 10 to 900 °C, under nitrogen atmosphere with a gas flow of 100 mL min⁻¹. The X-ray diffractograms (XRD) were obtained using a Bruker diffractometer model D8 Advanced, Cu tube (Cu Kα, λ = 1.5418 Å), 30 kV voltage, 30 mA current, step of 0.02° and screening velocity of 5° min⁻¹, at a 2θ interval from 10 to 50°. The Fourier transform infrared attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR) analyses were performed using a PerkinElmer, model Spectrum 400-FT-IR/FT-NIR spectrometer. The spectra were collected from 128 scans, resolution of 4 cm⁻¹, and wavelength range 4,000-400 cm⁻¹. Nitrogen isotherms were obtained using an autosorb Micromeritics apparatus, model 2420. Before the adsorption, the CaO catalysts were degassed at 120 °C for 8 h until they reached a pressure of 300 µm Hg. The specific surface areas were calculated according to the BET (Brauner, Emmett, Teller) method, varying P/P₀ = 0.05-0.30. The total volume of the pores was determined by measuring the quantity adsorbed at a relative pressure of 0.99. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses were performed in a TESCAN MIRA 3 scanning microscope, with an accelerated 5 keV voltage. The samples had been previously treated by gold sputtering using the Sanyu Electron, model QUICK COATER SC-701, with a 6 mA current for 5 min during the metallization process. The elemental chemical composition of the samples was obtained by energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy using...
a Rigaku NEX DE VS spectrometer 60 kV. For these analyses, two channels were used: Sr at a voltage of 35 kV and current of 300 mA, and NaCl at a voltage of 6.5 kV and current of 100 mA. The irradiation time for all the measurements was 100 s under helium atmosphere.

**FAME synthesis and kinetic analysis**

The transesterification reactions were performed using a 18:1 methanol:soybean oil molar ratio at reflux temperature under atmospheric pressure and with magnetic stirring of 400 rpm. The molar mass of soybean oil, based on its composition, was 1,288 g mol\(^{-1}\), according to a previous publication\(^{22}\). The proportion of CaO catalyst used was 5% (mass/mass) relative to the mass of the soybean oil. The catalyst was stirred with methanol under reflux temperature for 1 h. The soybean oil, previously heated at 65 °C, was added to the mixture, and the reflux was continued. During the reactions, 1 mL aliquots were collected every 30 min. These aliquots were centrifuged at 500 rpm for 30 min to isolate the catalyst and glycerin. The residual alcohol present in the upper organic layer was removed by heating it in an oven at 100 °C for 1 h.

The resulting organic dry layer was analyzed by \(^1\)H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in a 300 MHz Varian Unity Plus 300 spectrometer with the samples dissolved in CDCl\(_3\) and tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal reference standard. \(^1\)H NMR analyses were performed for the quantification of FAME yield by monitoring the signals of the methoxyl and the \(\alpha\)-CH\(_2\) groups.\(^{2}\)

First order kinetic model for triglyceride and methanol concentration was obtained based on equation 1,\(^{23}\)

\[
-\frac{d[TG]}{dt} = k[TG]^a [Me]^b \quad (1)
\]

where, \(-\frac{d[TG]}{dt}\), \(k\), \([TG]\), \([Me]\) are, respectively, triglyceride consumption rate, reaction rate constant, triglyceride and methanol concentrations. The exponents \(a\) and \(b\) are determined experimentally and they are related to the order of reaction for the triglyceride and methanol, respectively. In this work an excess of methanol:oil molar ratio of 18:1 was used to favor the transesterification reaction. An Eley-Riedel mechanism was considered, in which only methanol is adsorbed on the catalyst surface. The reversal reactions are not significant. Then the reaction rate is expressed in equation 2.

\[
-\frac{d[TG]}{dt} = k_\theta Me[TG] \quad (2)
\]

where \(\theta Me\) is the coverage degree of the catalyst surface by methanol adsorption. As an excess of methanol was used, \(k\theta Me\) can be considered constant, and \(k\theta Me = k'\), in this aspect, the reaction rate can be simplified for a pseudo first order model as expressed in equation 3:

\[
-\frac{d[TG]}{dt} = k'[TG] \quad (3)
\]

The equation 3 suggests that the transesterification reaction with methanol excess can be considered as a pseudo first order, as shown in the integrated equation (equation 4):

\[
\ln \frac{[TG]}{[TG]_0} = k' \times t_r \quad (4)
\]

Considering that the amount of mono and diglycerides are not significant, equation 4 can be expressed as triglyceride conversion \(X\) (equation 5):

\[
\ln (1-X) = k' \times t_r \quad (5)
\]

The apparent rate constants, \(k'\), were calculated by the slope of the lines obtained in the –ln(1 – \(X\)) versus time curves. The initial conversion was calculated between 0 and 1.5 h of transesterification reaction.

**Reusability of the catalyst**

To study the reusability of the catalyst, 100 g of soybean oil was heated with methanol at a molar ratio of 18:1 (methanol:soybean oil) and 5% (mass/mass) of the CaO-sururu catalyst under reflux for 3.5 h. The catalyst was removed through vacuum filtration, and the glycerin was separated through decantation. The filtered catalyst was then immediately weighed right away and transferred to another reaction flask containing methanol, without any pre-treatment, for reuse four times under the same reaction conditions. For each reaction, the excess methanol was removed from the resulting organic layer on a rotary evaporator at reduced pressure and analyzed by \(^1\)H NMR to determine the FAME content.

The calcium content leached from the catalyst to FAME was determined using a methodology adapted from the literature,\(^{24}\) in which 1 mL of sample was added to 25 mL of ethanol containing 1 mL of ammonium buffer solution (ca. pH 10) composed of NH\(_4\)Cl/NH\(_4\)OH. After homogenization, a small amount of Eriochrome T indicator was added under stirring until dissolution. The mixture was titrated with a standard 0.01 mol L\(^{-1}\)
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution until the color turned from violet to blue. The calcium content was calculated by equation 6, in which Ca\(^{2+}\) is the calcium content; V is the volume of EDTA used in the titration; M is the EDTA molar concentration; MM is the molar mass of calcium and m is the mass of the sample.

\[
[Ca^{2+}] = \frac{V \times M \times MM}{m}
\]  

(6)

**Results and Discussion**

**Characterization of fishery residues and catalysts**

Thermogravimetric analysis of the fishery residues is shown in Figure 1. Three main stages of mass loss during the thermal decomposition process of the residues are observed, which is very common in this type of bivalve mollusk and crustacean shell.\(^{15}\) These three stages are even more evident during the thermal decomposition of the crab (CaCO\(_3\)-crab).

The first stage of mass loss, present in all the samples up to 250 °C, refers to the elimination of water molecules and volatile organic materials present in the shells as a result of physisorption and chemisorption of molecules on the shells.\(^{25}\) As can be seen in Table 1, these species were present in low quantities in the samples, except for the CaCO\(_3\)-crab, where there was a more significant mass loss below 400 °C, as was also observed in the work of Madhu et al.\(^{26}\)

The second mass loss stage, between 250-600 °C, refers to the removal of water from Ca(OH)\(_2\) and the decomposition of organic compounds.\(^{15,26}\) This stage was observed in all the samples, being more pronounced in the carapaces of the crab. Because the crab is a crustacean, its shell contains a significant amount of the chitin and chitosan biopolymers.\(^{25}\)

The third mass losses were observed in all the samples between 600 and 850 °C. At this stage, approximately 42% mass loss occurred in the bivalve mollusks (Table 1). Decomposition in this temperature range can be attributed to the transformation of CaCO\(_3\) into CaO with the release of CO\(_2\), which represents a stoichiometric loss of around 44% and corroborates the data from the literature.\(^{15,25,26}\) In the case of CaCO\(_3\)-crab, the mass loss was about 34%, which is lower than the stoichiometric value due to the presence of other organic compounds, such as biopolymers.\(^{25}\) For all samples, the mass loss stabilized at 830 °C. Then the calcination temperature was set to 900 °C to obtain the catalysts. After calcination, the CaO yields were about 43-57% for all materials (Table 1), which is similar to those reported in the literature.\(^{27}\)

The diffractograms of the shells before calcination are shown in Figure 2. The diffractogram patterns for CaCO\(_3\)-clam were similar to the crystalline structure of the aragonite standard (power diffraction files (PDF) number 01-072-1650), a polymorph commonly found in

![Figure 1. TG and derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) curves of fishery residues.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>1st mass loss (50-250 °C) / %</th>
<th>2nd mass loss (250-600 °C) / %</th>
<th>3rd mass loss (600-825 °C) / %</th>
<th>Mass yield(^a) / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaCO(_3)-sururu</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>51.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCO(_3)-crab</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCO(_3)-mussel</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCO(_3)-clam</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Mass yield is the ratio between the sample amount and the CaO amount obtained after calcination.

**Table 1. Mass loss percentage from TG analysis and CaO yields after calcination of crab, sururu, mussel and clam shells**
biologically produced CaCO$_3$ minerals. This structure is different from that of the crustacean, CaCO$_3$-crab, which was similar to the calcite standard crystalline form (PDF number 01-072-1650). This result is compatible with other studies available in the literature. CaCO$_3$-mussel and CaCO$_3$-sururu, however, presented reflections associated with a mixture of the crystalline patterns of aragonite and calcite, as reported previously in mussel residues. In both cases, the percentage of each phase was determined with the software Mach-3, showing 68% calcite and 32% aragonite for CaCO$_3$-mussel and 94% calcite and 6% aragonite for CaCO$_3$-sururu.

The diffractograms of the calcined samples (Figure 2) presented reflections in 2θ ca. 32.05°, 37.25° and 53.80°, characteristic of CaO (PDF number 01-070-5490) which demonstrates the success of calcinations and the carbonate conversion into oxide. Thus, regardless of the crystalline form of the original shell, all the oxides obtained possessed the same crystallographic form. The diffractogram of the CaO (CaO-com) obtained from a commercial CaCO$_3$, using the same calcination conditions (Figure 2) shows the same pattern as the diffractograms of the other CaO catalysts derived from the fishery residues. No additional phases containing calcium were detected in the oxides. Crystallite sizes of CaO were determined by the Scherrer equation. The results in Table 2 show that the calculated CaO crystallite size varied from 23.4 to 25.5 nm for all oxides except for the commercial CaO-com which was 59.9 nm. This fact suggest that the fishery residues are an effective way to obtain nanosized CaO crystallites. CaO crystallites in CaO-sururu and CaO-crab were slightly smaller than in CaO-mussel and CaO-clam.

Table 2. Textural properties and composition of the CaO catalysts obtained after calcination of the fishery residues at 900 °C, compared with the CaO from the commercial CaCO$_3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Surface area / (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Pore volume / (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Pore size / nm</th>
<th>Crystallite size / nm</th>
<th>CaO$^+$ / %</th>
<th>MgO$^+$ / %</th>
<th>SrO$^+$ / %</th>
<th>Fe$_2$O$_3$ / %</th>
<th>Al$_2$O$_3$ / %</th>
<th>P$_2$O$_5$ / %</th>
<th>SiO$_2$ / %</th>
<th>S / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaO-sururu</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO-crab</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO-mussel</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO-clam</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO-com</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CaO crystallite size from Scherrer equation in 220 oxides peak; $^\dagger$composition from energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analyses; ND: not detectable.
samples have an aragonite crystalline structure, as previously discussed in the XRD analysis. In addition, according to the XRD data, the CaCO₃-mussel consists of a combination of calcite and aragonite (Figure 2), which causes its νas(CO) frequency to lie between the values found for the CaCO₃-crab and the CaCO₃-suru/CaCO₃-clam. The single band for the deformation in the plane δ(OCO) vibration at 710 cm⁻¹ for the CaCO₃-crab sample (Figure 3) also confirms its crystalline structure as calcite, whereas the double peak at 705 and 715 cm⁻¹ correspond to the aragonite structure for bivalve mollusks.

The 1085 cm⁻¹ band (Figure 3) found in the three samples of the bivalve mollusks can be attributed to the symmetrical νs(C–O) vibration stretch of aragonite, a fact that agrees with the diffraction patterns. Meanwhile, the characteristic peak for this vibration is inactive in FTIR in the CaCO₃-crab sample, composed basically of calcite. However, a double peak observed at 1030 and 1070 cm⁻¹ is assigned to the stretching of the C–O–C group of the chitin biopolymer, commonly found in crustaceans and discussed in the TG analysis. The presence of chitin in the CaCO₃-crab can also be observed through the presence of the band at 1655 cm⁻¹, characteristic of the C=O of acetyl group in the secondary amide, and the band at 3270 cm⁻¹, resulting from the symmetrical stretching vibration of O–H groups overlapping the peak characteristic of the symmetrical N–H stretching vibrations.

The FTIR-ATR spectra of the catalysts obtained from the calcination of residues of crab shells and bivalves are presented in Figure 3. In all spectra an absorption band near 530 cm⁻¹, characteristic of CaO was observed. Also common to all the spectra is the band at 3645 cm⁻¹, which is attributed to the stretching vibration of hydroxyl groups that are bound to calcium as a result of the formation of Ca(OH)₂, after exposure of the catalyst to moisture from air. Infrared bands at 1415-1475 and 880 cm⁻¹ may be assigned to ν2 asymmetric stretching and ν3 out-of-plane bend vibration of carbonate, respectively. These bands indicate that some minimum amount of CO₂ was adsorbed on the catalyst surface after exposure to air.

The textural properties of the catalysts obtained from the calcination of the shells are shown in Table 2. The specific surface areas for all catalysts were approximately 3 m² g⁻¹, which is considered to be low but suitable for oxides. The pore sizes were about 17 nm for all catalysts which are compatible with the size of triglyceride to access the active sites of the catalyst. All samples presented low pore volumes. However, CaO-suru/CaO-crab catalysts presented higher pore volume than CaO-clam and CaO-mussel. Also, the surface area of CaO-crab and CaO-suru were slightly higher than CaO-mussel and CaO-clam catalysts. These results are in accordance with CaO crystallite size determined from XRD data. In this case, the smaller the crystallite size the higher the specific surface area. An important fact is that all catalysts presented a surface area higher than the commercial CaO which was 0.9 m² g⁻¹. Figure 4 shows that nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for all CaO were type II, typical material with few pores, possibly because the catalysts had been subjected to high calcination temperatures.

The chemical compositions of the shells of mollusks and crustaceans shell depend on the habitat of these species.
because many of these shells serve as environmental filterers that adsorb different metals. Table 2 shows that, as expected, all the catalysts were composed mostly of CaO. However, the presence of about 1% of some other metals was identified in the shells of all the bivalve mollusks (Table 2). The presence of sulfur identified in CaO-mussel and potassium in the CaO-crab and CaO-clam samples has also been reported in the literature for other calcined shells. A slighter higher strontium content was observed in the CaO-crab and CaO-sururu catalysts when compared to other samples. CaO-crab also presented a considerable amount of MgO (4.7%) and P$_2$O$_5$ (4.6%), which were not observed in any other catalyst in the present work. The presence of these considerable amount of MgO and P$_2$O$_5$ served to diminish the percentage amount of CaO.

A comparison of the SEM micrographs for crude shells (CaCO$_3$) and calcined catalysts (CaO) is presented in Figure 5. The rough shell morphologies (Figures 5a, 5c, 5e and 5g) possessed a compact and layered architecture of particles of irregular size with few evident surface pores. The catalysts (Figures 5b, 5d, 5f and 5h) presented smaller particle sizes than the original shell samples (Figures 5a, 5c, 5e and 5g) which agree with results reported in the literature. The irregular morphology of the calcined catalysts may be attributed to the high calcination temperature. These changes are mainly a result of the volatilization of the organic materials present in the shell matrices during the calcination process, in addition to the release of the CO$_2$ from the surface as a result of the CaCO$_3$ decomposition to form CaO. A cauliflower or honeycomb morphology can be seen in the surface of CaO-crab catalysts (Figure 6b) when compared to CaCO$_3$-crab (Figure 6a). This fact is probably due to the release of many molecules (biopolymers, H$_2$O, CO$_2$) during the calcination process.

Among the catalysts studied, the CaO-clam had a higher particle size than the others (Figure 5f). This fact may have influenced the catalytic activity of this catalyst, because the higher particle size of the catalyst, smaller the surface area, making it difficult for the molecule to access the active sites. These results confirmed that differences in the CaO morphology depend on the origin of the CaCO$_3$, thus resulting in distinct transesterification yields.

Transesterification of soybean oil over CaO catalysts

In a previous work, we studied the use of CaO as a heterogeneous catalyst using CaCO$_3$ from an eggshell residual source. Immediately before the reaction, CaCO$_3$ needs to be calcined to CaO and quickly used to avoid transformations that can reduce its activity. In order to obtain greater flexibility in the handling of the catalyst, in the present work a larger amount of CaO was produced from fishery residues, and placed in a desiccator under vacuum to prevent a reaction with moist air forming Ca(OH)$_2$, and reaction with CO$_2$ from the atmosphere, producing CaCO$_3$. Prior to the reaction, the CaO was

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of (a) sururu, (c) crab, (e) clam and (g) mussel fishery residues and CaO (b) sururu, (d) crab, (f) clam and (h) mussel catalysts obtained after calcination.
preactivated in the presence of methanol under reflux for 1 h before the addition of the soybean oil. At this time, any potential amount of Ca(OH)\(_2\) present on the CaO surface was dissolved and the catalyst was activated.\(^8,^{37,38}\) For this reason, based on literature, an excess of catalyst was used in a ratio of 5 mass% to soybean oil, considering any possible loss of CaO as Ca(OH)\(_2\) during the storage and activation of the catalyst.\(^{15,34,37}\)

The alcohol:oil molar ratio is one of the most important factors affecting the conversion to FAME. Although the stoichiometric ratio is 3:1, the transesterification reaction is reversible and therefore requires excess methanol to favor the formation of FAME.\(^{39-41}\) Excess methanol increases the formation of calcium methoxide (Ca-Met) on the surface of the catalyst, which shifts the equilibrium to the products.\(^{14}\) However, proportions of methanol:oil greater than 20:1 speed up the formation of biodiesel and glycerol. Thus, after formation of an appreciable amount of glycerol, there is a reaction with the CaO active sites, producing calcium glyceride (Ca-Gly) which is less active than CaO for transesterification.\(^{27,40}\) Therefore, it is important to maintain a high methanol:oil molar ratio, but below 20:1.

The proposed international method for determining the FAME content in biodiesel is by using the gas chromatograph with flame ionization detector (GC-FID) technique which must meet the specifications of the standards EN 14214\(^{42}\) and CNS 15072\(^{43}\) standards. However, a kinetic study of transesterification needs to analyze samples of low conversion sample with low ester content in the presence of unconverted vegetable oil, which can damage the GC-FID analysis system. Therefore, we used the \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopic technique to quantify the yield to FAME in several samples withdrawn throughout the reaction.\(^2\) Figure 7 shows the \(^1\)H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl\(_3\)) spectra of the soybean oil and one sample of partially converted triglycerides to FAME used to determine the FAME yield.

FAME yields for the methyl transesterification of soybean oil over CaO catalyst as a function of reaction time are shown in Figure 8. Results show that with the CaO-suru, CaO-crab, CaO-clam and CaO-mussel catalysts, the FAME yields were 93.7, 86.3, 81.0 and 79.3%, respectively, after 3.5 h of reaction (Figure 8). The yield with the pure CaO-com was around 93%, the same as the best catalyst CaO-suru, after 3.5 h of reaction. In the case of the reaction using CaO-suru, however, the FAME yield was 89.0% after only one hour of reaction. This value was much higher than the yield from the other catalysts: 50.7% for CaO-crab, 21.7% for CaO-mussel, 10.7% for CaO-com and 3.3% for CaO-clam catalysts, after the same reaction time.

The initial reaction rate, obtained from the slope of the FAME yield curve from 0 to 1.5 h, for the CaO-suru catalyst was the most accentuated, followed by those for the CaO-crab, CaO-mussel, CaO-com and CaO-clam catalysts (Figure 8). This fact suggests that the initial rate of the transesterification reaction of soybean oil using the catalysts from the different sources follows the following order: CaO-suru > CaO-crab > CaO-mussel > CaO-com > CaO-clam. The values of the apparent reaction rate constants, k’, calculated from the plot of the linearized reaction rate equation \(-\ln(1 - X) \text{ versus time (min)}\) in the range 0 to 90 min (Supplementary Information section), presented these values: 0.0207 min\(^{-1}\) for CaO-suru, 0.0105 min\(^{-1}\) for CaO-crab, 0.0041 min\(^{-1}\) for CaO-mussel, 0.0026 min\(^{-1}\) for CaO-com and 0.0004 min\(^{-1}\) for CaO-clam. The result of low reaction rate obtained for the CaO-com can be explained by its higher CaO crystallite size which resulted in the smaller surface area (Table 2).

The apparent reaction rate constant obtained in the present work for CaO-suru (0.0207 min\(^{-1}\)) and for CaO-crab (0.0105 min\(^{-1}\)) catalysts was much higher than those described in other works that have studied the transesterification of soybean oil using CaO as catalyst.
from different residue sources. For instance, CaO from chicken eggshells gave a rate constant of 0.006 min⁻¹. KI impregnated on CaO from calcined oyster shells gave 0.0073 min⁻¹. The FAME yield obtained in the present work was also much higher than the yield obtained with CaO from oyster shells (74%) for soybean transesterification under optimized conditions.¹³

Significant catalytic activities in the transesterification of soybean oil were observed for all of the catalysts in spite of their apparent reaction rate k’ constants. We can relate the best catalytic activity for CaO-sururu and CaO-crab catalysts to the fact that these catalysts have higher surface areas and pore volumes (Table 2), smaller CaO crystallite sizes (Table 2) and smaller particle sizes (Figures 5b and 5d), which make their active sites more readily available. Also, these morphological characteristics permitted more leaching of Ca, yielding more Ca-diglycer oxide, which is considered an important active species for the transesterification reaction, as previously reported.¹⁰,³⁴ The least efficient catalyst was CaO-clam, which has a larger particle size (Figure 5F). Another factor that might have contributed to the greater activity of the CaO-sururu and CaO-crab catalysts is the presence of Sr in slightly higher amounts than in the other two catalysts, as observed in the X-ray fluorescence analysis (Table 2). According to Kouzu et al.,¹⁰,⁴⁴ SrO has higher basic strength than CaO. In our case, the content of SrO in the catalysts ranged from 0.30 to 0.84 mass%, while the CaO content ranged from 88.4 to 98.9 mass%. Although the basicity of the catalysts is not significantly affected due to the high CaO percentage, the presence of small amount of SrO may have contributed to the higher catalytic activity of CaO-sururu and CaO-crab catalysts. Apart from the fact that the amount of SrO is slightly higher for the CaO-crab compared to CaO-sururu, an amount of 4.7% MgO in CaO-crab was observed. Also, the content of CaO was 84.8 mass% in CaO-crab and 98.6% in CaO-sururu. According to Kouzu et al.,⁴⁴ for the transesterification using alkaline-earth metal oxides, the catalytic activity for FAME followed the order MgO << CaO < SrO, which can explain why the CaO-crab...
had a worse catalytic activity than CaO-sururu even with a smaller amount of SrO.

As the specific area and porosity of the catalysts tested presented similar values (Table 2), it is believed that these parameters did not significantly interfere in the final FAME yield after 3 h of reaction. As none of the catalysts studied exhibited significant porosity, the phenomena of internal diffusion should not be very significant. The kinetics of the CaO-sururu and CaO-crab catalysts, nonetheless, were much faster than the other catalysts. Catalysts with high kinetic rates are preferable as they require a smaller industrial reactor to produce biodiesel. As all the catalysts studied did not exhibit significant porosity, the phenomena of internal diffusion should not be very significant. On the other hand, this fact implies in a reduced specific surface area thus requiring a higher concentration of catalyst in relation to the oil mass. As the catalysts in the present work were obtained from a residual fishery industry with high availability at low cost, these materials are suitable for large scale biodiesel production even in high concentrations.

Reuse of the catalyst

One of the advantages presented by the heterogeneous catalysts, compared to the homogeneous catalysts, is that they can be reused several times. Furthermore, after loss of their catalytic activities, these catalysts can be regenerated or used for various other purposes, such as building materials, soil stabilizers, cement industries and phosphate adsorbents.45

The transesterification kinetics of soybean oil was best obtained from the CaO-sururu catalyst. FAME yields as a function of reaction time are shown in Figure 9 for four cycles of reaction. The FAME content decreased from 89.0 to 79.3% from the first to the second cycle, followed by 66.7 and 45.0% in the third and fourth cycles, respectively, after 1 h of reaction (Figure 9). Thus, the rates of the transesterification reactions decreased with the increase in the number of cycles to which the catalyst was subjected. The apparent rate constants, k"', were calculated in the period of 0 to 2 h and confirmed the decrease in reaction velocity with increasing number of catalyst cycles, presenting these values: 0.0207 min⁻¹ for the 1st cycle, 0.0177 min⁻¹ for the 2nd cycle, 0.0143 min⁻¹ for the 3rd cycle, 0.0101 min⁻¹ for the 4th cycle. Despite the decrease in the reaction rate with the increase in the number of cycles, the FAME yields reached approximately 91% in all four cycles after 3 h of reaction. After 3.5 h of reaction the FAME yield of the 4th cycle was 84% that is slightly lower than the yield of 92% in the first cycle. This result is even higher than those reported in some published studies.

As an example, Lee et al.,46 Sirisomboonchai et al.47 and Syazwani et al.27 obtained yields of about 30, 66 and 80%, respectively, after four cycles of reuse of the CaO catalyst obtained from C. obtusa, scallop shells and Tapes belcheri S., respectively.

Figure 9. FAME yield kinetics for the transesterification of soybean oil over CaO-sururu catalyst during four cycles of reaction and calcium contents in FAME. Insert: the amount of Ca²⁺ leached from the CaO-sururu catalyst during the 4 cycles.

The loss of activity by the CaO-sururu catalyst along the cycles may be related to the formation of Ca(OH)₂ on the surface because of the presence of moisture in the vegetable oil. CaO has a higher basic strength than Ca(OH)₂, because the former has strong Lewis base sites, which justifies the lower catalytic activity of Ca(OH)₂.5

The amount of Ca²⁺ leached from the CaO-sururu catalyst was accomplished by complexometric titration to determine the Ca²⁺ content in FAME product at the end of each of the 4 cycles (insert in Figure 9). The presence of Ca²⁺ in the FAME indicates an important leaching of the catalyst. It has been reported that the transesterification of vegetable oil is catalyzed not only by the heterogeneous basic sites of the CaO surface, but also in a smaller amount by the leached compounds leaving the CaO catalyst, which corresponds to a homogeneous contribution favorable to the reaction.44,48 Despite the leaching of the catalyst throughout the reaction, previous studies from our group have demonstrated an effective heterogeneous catalytic action on the part of the CaO.34 At the end of the process, further removal of Ca²⁺ from the FAME produced could be done in the purification process step by water washing or by the use of ion exchange resins.49 The results recorded in Figure 9 (insert) show that the amount of leached Ca²⁺ reduced as the number of reuse cycles increased, with consequent reduction of FAME content. These data corroborate the importance of small size particle and high
surface area of the catalyst for Ca\textsuperscript{2+} leaching, increasing the performance in this process.

From the results obtained in the present work, to obtain a product with specification of biodiesel using the best CaO-sururu catalyst, it would be necessary to carry out further studies involving the following steps: (i) to perform experiments at higher temperatures, varying the temperature in a pressurized reactor, since the boiling temperature of methanol is 65 °C; (ii) to optimize the percentage of catalyst; (iii) to optimize the methanol:oil ratio; (iv) to study the purification of the final product to remove the residuals of total glycerol, methanol and leached calcium; (v) to perform mass balances to obtain biodiesel yield in relation to vegetable oil feed, and the amount of consumed mass of catalyst and methanol per kg of biodiesel produced.

Conclusions

An ecologically destination for tons of fishery waste generated along the Brazilian coast may be obtained by the use of these wastes to produce catalysts. The catalysts obtained from the calcination of sururu, crab, clam and mussel shell residues were composed of more than 97% of CaO. The catalysts derived from fishery residues catalyzed a methylic transesterification of soybean oil obtaining FAME yields between 79 and 94% after 3.5 h of reaction. In the case of the CaO-sururu reaction, 89.0% of FAME yield was observed after only 1 h of reaction, while the other catalysts led to a FAME yield less than 50% in the same reaction time. These results show that the origin of the residues have a significant influence on the performance of the catalyst. Catalysts obtained from crab and sururu shells had more SrO and smaller particle size which might be responsible for the higher activity of these catalysts. The higher specific surface areas and pore volumes of these catalysts were also attributed to the greater activity, as well as the formation of Ca-di-glycerides as active species. The reuse of the CaO-sururu catalyst led to a yield FAME of 91% after 3 h of reaction, after four consecutive reuses with no previous treatment between one reaction and another. These results confirm the catalytic potential for the production of catalysts derived from fishery residues in the production of FAME via transesterification of soybean oil. To meet standards for biodiesel production, 96.5% FAME is required, which means that better reaction conditions still need to be investigated. Besides this, the use of these recycled waste materials may not only contribute to a more economical and sustainable production of biodiesel, but also promote environmental benefits to obtain a cleaner process with fewer stages of purification compared to the conventional process based on homogeneous alkaline catalysis. In addition, the use of fishery waste can generate extra income for fishers of crabs and mollusks, with social and economic benefits.

Supplementary Information

The plot of the linearized reaction rate equation \(-\ln(1 - X) \text{ versus } \text{time (min)}\) in the range 0 to 90 min is available free of charge at http://jbcs.sbq.org.br. Those curves were used to determine the rate constants, k', for the catalysts studied.
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